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Abstract—In this paper, hybrid FDMA-TDMA access technique in a cooperative distributive fashion introducing and implementing a modified protocol introduced in [1] is analyzed termed
as Power and Cooperation Diversity Gain Protocol (PCDGP). A
wireless network consists of two users terminal , two relays and
a destination terminal equipped with two antennas. The relays
are operating in amplify-and-forward (AF) mode with a fixed
gain. Two operating modes: cooperation-gain mode and powergain mode are exploited from source terminals to relays, as it is
working in a best channel selection scheme. Vertical BLAST (Bell
Laboratories Layered Space Time) or V-BLAST with minimum
mean square error (MMSE) nulling is used at the relays to
perfectly detect the joint signals from multiple source terminals.
The performance is analyzed using binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation scheme and investigated over independent
and identical (i.i.d) Rayleigh, Ricean-K and Nakagami-m fading
environments. Subsequently, simulation results show that the
proposed scheme can provide better signal quality of uplink users
in a cooperative communication system using hybrid FDMATDMA technique.

Index terms - Cooperation Diversity, Best Channel Selection scheme, MIMO relay networks, V-BLAST, QR
decomposition, and MMSE.
I. I NTRODUCTION
To achieve very high data rates is the main goal for the
next fourth generation (4-G) broadband mobile communication
systems. In this perspective, multiple antennas at the input
and multiple antennas at the output are used to exploit the
technology called as Multiple-input Multiple-output (MIMO)
[2]-[4]. To improve the signal quality and achieves higher
data rates, MIMO is the best technology to cope with, in
the spite of the fact that MIMO possesses complex structure
and lot of difficulties in implementing it. IEEE 802.16 have
explained about MIMO systems and defined MIMO to be
of utmost interest because using MIMO technology in the
system exploits the spatial diversity and great spectral gain [5].
Reliability improvements for the fixed bandwidth, the power
transmitted from source and high channel capacity gains are
the key advantages of MIMO systems [6].
A powerful technique to improve the throughput and channel reliability between different users of wireless networks
is Cooperative communication. Cooperative communication
systems allow different multiple users to collaborate their
resources and spatial diversity can be exploited by utilizing
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this cooperation which in the literature termed as cooperative
diversity [7], [8]. IEEE802.16j standard is defined for the multi
hop relay system due to the importance of the cooperative
networks [15].
Many researchers are proposing new form of diversity
schemes, authors are introducing new techniques to achieve
spatial diversity, whereby diversity gains are achieved via the
cooperation of in-cell users. In the spite of using traditional
trend of diversity schemes, additional spatial diversity can be
achieved by using the cooperation between in-cell users. Incell users can assist each other messages as a relay terminal
and can give rise to spatial diversity [9]. The three-terminal
relay channel was first introduced by van der Meulen [10],
and then was widely studied by many researchers.
In [1, 7], different transmission schemes are established
in the form of transmission protocols. At relay, different
modes are used for transmission. The basic two modes used
are Amplify-and-Forward (AF) and Decode-and-Forward (DF)
modes. AF-mode exploit diversity scheme achieve full diversity and its performance is better than direct transmission and
decode-and forward transmission scheme. AF-mode achieves
the capacity when number of relays tends to infinity. DFmode is simple and adaptable to channel condition, more
used as a power allocation. In this mode, receiver needs CSI
between source and relay for optimum decoding. In [1], author
has presented three protocols which have different degrees
of broadcasting and receive collision. In the first time slot,
a message has been transmitted from source S to relay R
whereas, in the second time slot, source S and relay R then
forward the amplified version of the received signal to the
destination using two types of modes i.e. AF- mode or DFmode.
In cooperative networks, transparent or regenerative methods are used at relays. The retransmission of the data of
a signal stream received in one frequency band is done in
another frequency band in transparent relaying, whereas, in
regenerative method of relaying, the signal first get decoded,
re-encoded and then retransmitted. Hybrid FDMA-TDMA
allocation technique with transparent relaying scheme is used
to determine the end-to-end performance in terms of bit error
rate (BER) and symbol error rate (SER) over Ricean and
Nakagami-m fading channels. [11, 13].
In this research paper, a new scheme called best channel
selection scheme [14] is examined that utilizes the better resource management where the uplink radio channels are shared
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cooperative diversity. A schematic diagram explain the whole
scenario of the system, as shown in the Fig.1. The transmission
protocol is summarized in Table 1. The protocol is introduced
by Nabar et al. [1].
TABLE I
T RANSMISSION P ROTOCOL
Time Slot
Protocol
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Fig. 1. Illustration of MIMO wireless network in Power and Cooperation
Diversity gain mode with two source terminals S, two relays and the
destination terminal D with two antennas

among multiple uplink different users, implemented on the
protocol-III defined by [1], modified by using the advantage
of cooperative diversity in hybrid FDMA-TDMA access technique. The signal quality of the uplink gets improved using the
defined technique due to the advantage of cooperative diversity
and a channel selection among different uplink multiple users
in an uplink transmission. The proposed scheme composed of
two types of transmission modes: cooperation gain mode and
power gain mode. Vertical BLAST (Bell Laboratories Layered
Space Time) or V-BLAST with the help of QR-decomposition
[12] is analyzed at the relays to approach towards the required
signal to noise ratio (SNR) expressions for multiple users.
In the literature, there is an idea proposed for the better
channel reliability termed as BCS scheme. None of them have
implemented BCS system with cooperative diversity.
The remainder of this paper is systematized in a following
fashion. Section II describes the complete structure of system
model. End-to-end analytical expressions of SNR for users and
expression of V-BLAST with MMSE nulling at the relays is
derived in section III. Simulation results are shown in section
IV. Finally, conclusion is stated with some remarks in the last
section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
This section describes an implementation of a modified protocol exploiting channel utilization scheme, the best channel
scheme considering [1], channel model and fading channel.
The system is furnished with two users at the transmitting end,
two relays and two receiving antennas at the destination node.
The performance have been analyzed in the term of end-toend signal to noise ratio for both users over Rayleigh fading
channel. BPSK modulation is assumed for the simplicity of
system.
A. Transmission Protocol
For the design example, using this protocol, two symbols
from two different users can be sent in the two time slots
using hybrid FDMA-TDMA access technique exploiting the
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1
S→R

2
R → D, S is silent

The transmission protocol defines that there are two users
with single antenna at the transmitting node, relays and two
antennas at the destination node. In the first time slot, the
transmission of a signal from source Si to relays Ri (iε1, 2)
takes place by applying best channel selection scheme. Relays
Ri transmit their corresponding signals by amplifying the corresponding signals and then forward to the destination in the
second time slot. Source S remains silent in the second time
slot and can be utilized in any other mode of communication.
At the destination, signals can be summed up using maximal
ratio combining (MRC) technique. The defined mode can be
explained in the form of modified proposed protocol termed
as Power and Cooperation Diversity Gain Protocol (PCDGP)
as shown in the Table 1.
B. Channel
: The received signal at the destination node is operating
under Rayleigh fading distribution so the envelope structure
of the signal will follow Rayleigh probability density function
(PDF), which possess uniform phases distributed over (0,2π].
The probability distribution function (p.d.f.) of Rayleigh distribution is given by

α2
α − 2σ
2
e
if α ≥ 0
2
σ
(1)
f (α) =
0
α<0
where σ 2 is the variance value of in-phase and quadrature factors of the complex fading environment coefficient parameter
(h) and α is the amplitude value of h.
It is assumed that perfect channel state information (CSI) is
known at the respective receivers. It is also assumed that the
energy is normalized and at the source terminal, the average
signal power is normalized to unity with E(x2i ) = 1.
III. SNR A NALYSIS
In this section, the equivalent end-to-end expressions of
SNR for both users have been derived. The input-output
relationship is discussed. Later, the channel matrix is defined.
According to the scheme, channel co-efficient gains will be
compared. At relays, V-BLAST with MMSE nulling operation
have performed to jointly detect the signals with the help of
QR-decomposition. The Input-output equations are summarized as follow:
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A. Input-output Relationship
As described earlier about the transmission protocol that is,
the signal quality of user1 is better than user2, so user1 will
use both of the two frequencies whereas user2 will use only
one frequency that is, F1 and send the complete signal. On the
frequency F1 , both users will send their data, so the signals
received at the both receivers can be expressed as:
The signals received at the R1 on F1 can be expressed as:
(1)
(1) s1
(1)
(1)
r1 = h11 √ + h12 s2 + n1
(2)
2
The signals received at the R2 on F1 can be expressed as:
(1)
(1) s1
(1)
(1)
r2 = h21 √ + h22 s2 + n2
(3)
2

The input-output relationship with the scenario can be
presented as:
Y = HX + N

Now using QR-decomposition, let H = Q R where Q is
a unitary matrix and R is an upper triangular matrix. For
detection purpose, a signal vector can be re-arranged as:
H
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(4)

The received signal at the R2 on F2 can be expressed as:
(2)
(2) s1
(2)
r2 = h21 √ + n2
2
(1)

(5)

(1)

where r1 and r2 are the received signals on frequency F1
(2)
(2)
at the relays, and r1 and r2 are the received signals on
frequency F2 , at relays, R1 and R2 respectively. R1 and R2
are the respective two relays in a system.
The channel matrix Hc from the system can be extracted
as:
⎡ (1)
⎤
(1)
h11 h12
⎢ (1)
(1) ⎥
h22 ⎥
⎢ h
Hc = ⎢ 21
(2) ⎥
⎣ h(2)
h12 ⎦
11
(2)

h21

(2)

h22

According to the proposed scheme, the scheme compares
(1) 2
the channel gains of second columns in Hc , i.e.: |h12 | +
(1) 2

(2) 2

(2) 2

|h22 | to |h12 | + |h22 | and selects one channel with best
gain.
(1) 2
(1) 2
(2) 2
(2) 2
Now, if|h12 | + |h22 | ≥ |h12 | + |h22 | , the received
signal at the relays can be expressed as:
⎤
⎡ (1) ⎤
⎡ (1) ⎤ ⎡ (1)
(1)
n1
h11 h12
r1
⎢ (1) ⎥
⎢ (1) ⎥ ⎢ (1)
(1) ⎥
s1
√
⎢ n
⎥
⎢ r2 ⎥ ⎢ h21 h22 ⎥
2
+ ⎢ 2(2) ⎥
(6)
⎥
⎢ (2) ⎥ = ⎢ (2)
⎣ n1 ⎦
⎣ r1 ⎦ ⎣ h11
0 ⎦ s2
(2)

(2)

h21

r2

(1) 2

(2)

0

n2

(1) 2

(2) 2

(2) 2

Similarly, if|h12 | + |h22 | < |h12 | + |h22 | , the received
signal at the relays can be expressed as:
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

(1)

r1
(1)
r2
(2)
r1
(2)
r2

⎤

⎡

⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥=⎢
⎦ ⎣

(1)

h11
(1)
h21
(2)
h11
(2)
h21

0
0
(2)
h12
(2)
h22

⎡

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

s1
√
2

s2

⎢
⎢
+⎢
⎣

(1)

n1
(1)
n2
(2)
n1
(2)
n2

H

z 1 =< c1 .u1 > x1 + < c2 .u1 > x2 + g 1
z 2 =< c2 .u2 > x2 + g 2
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(10)

where < cj,i .uj,i > is the (j, i)th element of R, z j and g j
are the j th element of z and g, respectively [12].
Now V-BLAST will detect the signal in the two steps using
the process called as “Slicing”. At the first stage, signal x1 can
be detected, later, interference from z 2 will be subtracted and
the another signal will be detected too using slicing process.
Slicing represents the operation to map the exact point in the
constellation to the nearest neighbor symbol. At each step,
slicing will take place can be expressed as:
x̃1 = slice(x1 ),
x̃2 = slice(x2 )

(11)

B. SNR Relationship
At the receiver, the jointly signals get detected using VBLAST algorithm. For user1 the signal to noise ratio can be
computed as:
γ1 =

{< c1 .u1 >}2 | x1 |2
σg 2

(12)

Similarly, for user2 the expression can be computed in the
same manner as:
{< c2 .u2 >}2 | x2 |2
γ2 =
(13)
σg 2
(1) 2

(1) 2

(2) 2

(2) 2

where {< c1 .u1 >} = h11 + h21 + h11 + h21

(1) 2
(1) 2
{< c2 .u2 >} = Ah12 +Ah22
2
2
2
2
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
h12 h11 − h22 h21 and σg is the

−

=A,

(1) (1) (1) (1)
2h11 h22 h21 h12

−

variance of noise.
Now relays are operating in AF- amplify and forward mode.
The message data received on the relays is simply amplified
and forward in the next time slot.
After the detection of joint signals at the relays, Ri , the
signal to be forwarded using AF by R1 can be expressed as:
Y1 = G1 x̃1

(7)

(9)

where g = Q u is the vector, we get after the multiplication
of a matrix for noise. By expanding this given equation, we
can compute vector z as:

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

H

z = Q y = Q (Hx + n) = Rx + g

The received signal at the R1 on F2 can be expressed as:
(2)
(2) s1
(2)
r1 = h11 √ + n1
2

(8)

(14)

where, G1 is the amplifying factor and it’s value is as follows:
1
(15)
G1 =
E + σg
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where E is the energy of a signal which is normalized and
assumed to be one for the simulation purpose and σg is the
variance of Additive White and Gaussian Noise (AWGN) for
the specified channel.
Similarly, the message data from user2 received at the
relay can be amplified and send in the second time slot. The
amplified signal can be shown as:
Y2 = G1 x̃2

(16)
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In the second time slot, the relay will communicate with
the destination and transmit the amplified version of messages
received in first time slot at corresponding relays. Now, the
received signals at the both antennas at the destination can be
computed as:
ZR1 −D1 = Y1 hr1 d1 + nr1 d1

(17)

ZR1 −D2 = Y2 hr1 d2 + nr1 d2

(18)

ZR2 −D1 = Y1 hr2 d1 + nr2 d1

(19)

ZR2 −D2 = Y2 hr2 d2 + nr2 d2

(20)

Fig. 2. Simulation results for the PCDGP system for both users over Rayleigh
fading channel

The effective signal to noise ratio is the summed up SNR
from source to relay and then relay to destination. The SNR
for relay to destination can be expressed as:
γZRD =

| V |2
σg

(21)

where | V |2 is the signal’s energy and can be presented as:
| V |2 =

ERD hrd

(22)

The effective SNR for user1 and user2 will be the summed
up SNR at the destination from source to relay and relay to
destination respectively.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
To discover the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, the
computer simulations have been performed to demonstrate the
performance of a PCDGP system. 107 independent channel
realizations are used to obtain the BER performance at each
SNR value. Different channel environments are assumed to
analyze the effectiveness of PCDGP system. The simulation
is carried out for Rayleigh and Nakagami-m fading environments. The simulation is also performed over Ricean-K fading
channel for different values of K, i.e. K = 5, 10. For the
sake of simplicity, BPSK modulation scheme is performed for
PCDGP system over all fading environments. Equi- probable
symbols are randomly generated.
The comparison between the two time slot cooperative
system have been performed by investigating the performance
of a proposed system with the implementation of BCS system
and the system without BCS.
BCS system is implemented on PCDGP system. The simulation results show that proposed scheme can significantly
improve the signal quality of a weak user, exploiting the
cooperative diversity, over Rayleigh fading channel as shown
in the Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
Simulation results for the PCDGP system for both users over
Nakagami-2 fading channel

In Fig. 3 and 4, the simulation is performed for the
Nakagami distribution for the values of m=2,3. It is analyzed
that, for the value of m=1, the graph trend follows the same
pattern as Rayleigh fading channel. The results shows that the
performance of a weak user is getting better as compared to a
strong user and by increasing the value of m the performance
is getting better.
The system is analyzed on the other fading channel distribution, that is, Ricean fading channel. Simulation is performed on
different values of K as shown in the Fig. 5 and 6, respectively.
The results depict that for the value of K=0, the graph follows
the same trend as Rayleigh fading channel. By increasing the
value of K, the performance of a weak user dramatically
getting better at the higher value of SNR.
The simulation results are obtained for the comparison of
cooperative system with and without BCS scheme as shown
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Fig. 4. Improved simulation results for the PCDGP system for both users
over Nakagami-3 fading channel

Fig. 5. Simulation results for the PCDGP system for both users over Ricean-5
fading channel

in Fig. 7. The results conclude that using BCS scheme implemented on two hop cooperative networks can dramatically
increase the performance of a weak user up to more than 4
dB gain.

Fig. 6. Improved simulation results for the PCDGP system for both users
over Ricean-10 fading channel

Fig. 7. The comparison of two-hop cooperative system between with and
without BCS scheme

of the proposed system. By implementing channel selection
technique on cooperative networks exploit the increase in the
efficiency of a weak user. According to the simulation results,
we show that using BCS technique with cooperation increase
the performance for a weak user in cooperative networks.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
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